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Physics worksheet solutions – Work, energy and power (g = 9.8 N kg
-1

) 
 

Q1  A 75-kg person pushes a 30-kg box with a force of 120 N 

along a horizontal floor for 3 metres. The force of friction 

between the box and the floor is 20 N. (i) Calculate the work 

done by the person. (ii) Calculate the work done against 

friction. (iii) Calculate work done on the box by the net force. 

(iv) Calculate the change in kinetic energy of the box. 

 

(i) 3603120 =×== FsWpush J    (ii) 60320 =×=frictionW J     

(iii) ( ) 300320120. =×−=forcenetW J    (iv) 300. ==∆ forcenetk WE J 

 

 

 

 

Q2  The force of air resistance F N on a 0.10-kg marble 

dropped from a great height is shown in the following graph 

where x m is the distance fallen. (i) Calculate the work done by 

gravity on the marble after the first 5 metres of the fall.  

(ii) Calculate the work done by air resistance in the 5-m fall. 

(iii) Calculate the speed of the marble after falling the first 5 m. 

 

(i) 9.458.910.0 =××=== mgsFsWgravity J 

(ii) 0.28.05
2

1
.. =××== graphunderareaWresist J 

(iii) 9.20.29.4 =−=−=∆ resistgravityk WWE J 
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Q3  A 75-kg parcel is tied to a 10-m bungee cord which is 

fastened to a bridge. The cord has a force constant of 

3.149 Nm
-1

. The parcel falls a vertical distance of 26 m to a 

stop when it is dropped from the bridge. (i) Calculate the 

change in gravitational potential energy of the parcel. (ii) 

Calculate the elastic potential energy in the bungee cord when 

the parcel is at its lowest point. (iii) Determine the maximum 

kinetic energy of the parcel during the fall. 

 

(i) 4
1091.1268.975 ×=××==∆ mghEgp J   

(ii) ( ) 422
1091.110263.149

2

1

2

1
×=−××== kxEep J ,  

or 4
1091.1 ×=∆= gpep EE J 

(iii) Max. kinetic energy occurs when the net force on the parcel is zero. 

kxmg = , x3.1498.975 =× , 92.4≈x .  

Total energy is constant,  

.: ( ) 42 1091.192.43.149
2

1
92.410268.975 ×=××++−−×× kE  

3101.9 ×≈kE J 

 

 

Q4   

                                                                    3.0 m       stop 

  2.0 m                                                                     

                                                                           

 

A 2.0-kg object slides down a slope from a height of 2.0 m. It 

starts from rest and comes to a stop on the horizontal plane 

after travelling 8.0 m in total. (i) Determine the amount of heat 

generated due to friction. (ii) Determine the average force of 

friction against the motion of the object. (iii) Assuming a 

constant force of friction throughout the motion, determine the 

maximum kinetic energy of the object. 

 
(i) Heat generated = gravitational potential energy 

2.390.28.90.2 =××== mgh J 

(ii) Work done by 2.390.8,, =×=×= avfrictionavfrictionfriction FdFF  

9.4, =avfrictionF N 

(iii) Maximum 7.140.39.4 =×=kE J 

 

Q5  A 25-kg mass placed at the centre of a trampoline causes it 

to depress by 7.5 cm, whilst a 50-kg mass depresses the 

trampoline by 15 cm.  

(i) Calculate the increase in elastic potential energy of the 

trampoline when the 25-kg mass is replaced by the 50-kg mass. 

(ii) Calculate the maximum depression if the 50-kg mass is 

dropped from a height of 1.0 m above the centre of the 

trampoline. 

 
(i) The depression is doubled when the depressing force is doubled, .: it appears 

that the trampoline is elastic and follows Hook's law. The force-depression 

graph is linear through the origin. Area under the graph gives the change in 

elastic potential energy. ( )( ) 6.27075.015.08.9508.925
2
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Q6  The velocity-time graph of a 1000-kg car with a constant 

driving force of 3000 N is shown below. (i) Estimate the power 

of the car at 6=t s. (ii) Estimate the average power of the car 

in the first 12 s. 

 

   
 

(i) 4108.7263000 ×=×≈= FvP W 

(ii) 21≈avv ms-1 estimated from the graph, 

4103.6213000 ×=×≈= avav FvP W 

 

 

 


